
BUSINESS PLAN CANVAS EXAMPLES

In this article, we'll examine the nine steps needed to create your first business model using the Business Model
Canvas. We'll also look at the business models .

Our customers are tough to acquire but are then quite loyal, and our transactions are highly automated. In the
diagram above we have used the thickness of the arrows to indicate the size of revenue generated. At this
point, you should map Segments to Propositions to Revenue Streams. What is unique about your Value
Propositions and why does your customer prefer them to their Current Alternatives? They love learning about
the rituals, connecting with nature and with the land, and the feeling they get from having a weekend away
from hollow distractions. They love interesting products with good margins and high turnover. The focus
should not be to limit yourself to the current business model but continuously improve it too. This will help
you create a deep, actionable understanding of your customers. Revenue Streams are the prices each type of
customer typically pays, as well as how frequently they come back. Josh â€” Our acquisition channels are
Instagram and word of mouth, whereas our main delivery channel is through mail orders. Buyer-seller
relationships are necessary to optimise operations and reduce the risks associated with a business. Your key
suppliers? Output: a description of Customer Relationships, with notes if they differ across Customers
between Segments or among Personas within a Segment or across the customer journey. This makes the
business much easier to understand, and creates a much richer appreciation of the model at the end. Customer
segments: These segments are used to divide customers into different categories. Kimberly-Clark wood pulp
or DuPont chemicals and polymers are both infrastructure-based takes: diapers is just another way to sell
something they produce at scale with relatively little differentiation. Are those costs well aligned with the key
Value Propositions? Please consider posting a comment! We can see from the customer relationship building
block that customers typically have a help themselves relationship with Skype. Cost Structure What are the
most important cost drivers in your business model? Customer Relationships The Customer Relationships
building block answers the question of how you get, keep, and grow customers. Most of our customers come
back each year, so our focus is on acquiring new customers, especially in off-peak times. For its incredibly
diverse audience, Facebook has set up a multi-sided platform that is designed to cater multiple customer
segments with varying value propositions. This concept was first introduced by a Swiss business model expert
named Alexander Osterwalder.


